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Editors Note &

The Country Arts Service are pleased to
announce they have ben successful in their
application to MGM 2000 and have been
awarded f1000 towards the pilot Arts and

heritage week, Additional funds

of t400

from the District and Borough Councils
have been put towards the project. They

Cinemas during 2000. Categories are
Outdoors.
Send copy of your film on VHS to

talk to the Arts Service before making an

Rugged lndividuality, Heroism, The Great

Wrangler Competition c/o The Short Film
Bureau, lntermediate Studios, 104 Great
Russell Street London WC1 B 3LA. Please

make sure you attach a label with your
films with title and name and address. lf
you would like your films returned enclose
a SAE with your tape
300 Artists Wanted
Do you want to be in a book?

The priority areas are Access; education;

production and Distribution. Call West
Midlands Arts Tel: 01 21 631 31 21 for f urther
inlo

interested call Alan Hammerton, Director of
Facilities at the Hospital Tel: 01926 495321
ext 4700

Sculptor Required

Colmore lnfants School, Kings Heath
Birmingham require a sculptor for the
Millennium Project. Experience in education, environment and community issues
are important for the success of the project.

Only 195.00 per page ( flexible payments
available ) 500 pages full colour book, 1
page per artist. Commentary on your work.
Email address. For more information call
0800 0345 201

Photographer in Residence
Rugby School requires a photographer in
residence/artist in residence for the acad-

emic year starting September

Warwick District Council Arts Review
There is shortly to be a consultation exercise which will take place and be managed
by Warwick District Council and co ordinated by Arts Marketing Warwickshire on a
new draft Arts Review. lt will include a ques-

tionnaire to be circulated to individual and
Mick Raflerty at The Loft revue page

10

2000.

Photography is the main area ol technical
expertise but knowledge of another area
such as textiles, sculpture, printmaking or
painting would be a great advantage. The
post has a salary and includes accommodation, work space and a yearly exhibition.

Further details: Rugby

School

Warwickshire CV22 sEH Tel: 01788
556217 Fax 01788 55621

412492

lf you have any queries

Roehampton Lane London SW15.

now available. The fund is aimed at projects
which develop an organisation and use professional artists. Money is limited so please

are producing a brochure about the weeks
activities and anyone wanting a copy
please contact Claire Sapwell on 01926

organisations.

Create a response to the poem 'Whim' by
lmtiaz Dharkjer from her book 'Postcards
from God'. First prize 82500 and the winner and finalists will be exhibited in the
fourth London Photographic Awards publication. For further info send SAE to LPA,

The County Arts Service grant lorms are

Hospital, commission negotiable. Those

County Arts Service
Arts and Heritage Week
May 27th-June 4th 2000

London Photographic Awards

Short films require ( no longer than 5 mins)
which will be broadcast at selecled Odean

Opportunities exist for local artists to display paintings on the walls of Warwick

info?Data

is

Short Films

Exhibition Space at Warwick Hospital

Sponsors Page

the budget

Tel:0121 4442820

Deadline 21st June 2000.

to t30000 per year for upto three years.

Review
Art at Glebe House
CAW

confirmation

23

The Regional Arts Lottery Programme
( successor to Arts for everyone ) is now
looking for applications of awards of 85000

Review
Stefi Hutchinson
Geoff Underwood

to

Harris, and local artists. For more information call Vanessa Oakes on O24 7637 6316

Margeret Godwin
Page 12

Subject

e4000. Please contact Ms V Denning c/o
Friends of Colmore, Colmore lnfant
School, Kings Heath Birmingham 814 6A.J

panel will include Clare Hudson, Steve

application.
Tel: 01926 412492 for info.

Reviews

Page 11

A public debate about funding professional
and amateur arts will be held at 7.30pm on
Thursday 1 st June at Nuneaton Museum
and Art Gallery. Chair Adrian Palks and the

Funding Opportunities
County Arts Grants

LSA Membership

Page 8

regarding the Arts Review then contact:
Jeff Watkin, Arts and Heritage Manager
Warwick District Council, The Royal Pump
Rooms, Leamington Spa. CV32 4M. Tel:

I
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The Southtown Gallery
GAIA
Leamington Spa
7 Regent Place
01926 338805

, =- O n t-,
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Warwickshire College
School of Art and Design

. On

:On',;:',1
MAC

York Road

Cannon Hill Park Birmingham
Tel 0121 440 3838

DipHe in Fine Art
1 9 June - 23 June

Mac Student Show
22 April - 14 may

Herbert Art Gallery
Coventry

Concrete Dreams
Tom Merilion

Work
John Hough
14th April - 16th May

Tel: 01203 832381

29 April- 4 June

Paintings
Ann Power

Go to lt

19th May - 20th June

Working for Vic{ory on lhe Home Front

4th March - 21st May

Paintings
Sonya A.E Stuart
23rd June - 25th July

'A Garden and Three Houses'
Peter Aldington and Richard Bryant
29 April - 14 may

The Riches of Stitches
Work of the Embroidercrs Guild

1st April - 9th July

City Gallery

Rupert Cordeux

Tel 01 16 254 0595

Leicester

Private views of exhibition takes place on the
opening date, Friday evening from 7.30pm 9.00Pm

Watercolour Paintings of Goventry

All are welcome

6th April - 3rd May

Surface and Repetition

The Loft Theatre
Leamington Spa

Travelling Companions

14 April - 13 May

Two different approaches to St George and the

Sheila Millward

8th April - 29th May

Wolverhampton Museum
and Art Gallery

Royal Pump Rooms
Leamington Spa

Tel 01 902 552055

Roy Turlington

Dragon

26 April- 6 May

James Seow
31 May - 10 June

5 July - 15 July

Walter Ritchie
'Ones Mans Work'

Library Gallery
University of Wanrvick

( working title )
25 March/1st April 14121 May 2000
please check with gallery

Bill Jackson & Ray Spence

Jean Cameron
26 April - 12May
Michael magruder

15May-2June
University of Wanvick
History of Art Student Show

5June-9June
Dan Pellowe
12 June - 30 June

Market Place
Warwick

Behind Bars
An erhibition of obi€cts lrom HM Pri3on Service
Muaeum

SthApril-6may
lkon Gallery
Birmingham
Tel 121 248O7Oa

Simryn Gill

Warwick New Road
Foyer Gallery

'the facts of life'
Lyndal Jones

19 May

Dominica Vaughan

22May-9June
Btec Foundation Course
8 June - 13 June
Btec HND Visual Communication
19 June - 30 June

lstApril-3June

Wanrickshire Museum

12th April - 29 May

ZMay-

Manic Mechanics
Johnny White

-

Waruickshire College
School of Art and Design

Yoke Mats

Wolverhampton

12th April- 29 May

Cornelia Parker
Meteorite lands in Digbeth
Spring 2000

David Broadhead revue page 4
Leamington Sfudio Arfisfs Exhibition

MAC

Cannon Hill Park Birmingham
Tel 0121 440 3838

Sally Matthews
'Sentient Beings'
until 23 April
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Art at the Crossroads Royal Academy of Arts, London 16th Jan- 3rd April 2000

the Royal Academy in fact, where the
pundits worst fears seem to have come

to pass. An exhibition that was surely
intended to be called '2000, Art at the
Crossroads' has come out instead as
'1900, Art at the Crossroads.' lmagine
the Keeper's dismay as he woke up on
Y2K-Day only to find his walls covered
with a load ol academic bombast instead
of the intriguing mixture of international
styles and approaches that a year 2000
exhibition might have afforded us. This is
undoubtedly the antidote to the notorious
Sensation show of 1997 - the academicians'sweet revenge.

The exhibition purports to be a potted

version

of the

massive Exposition

Decenalle held in Paris in 1900, but like
those CD re-constructions of, for example, a Mass in St Marks in 1600, it doesn't quite ring true. The spectator is meant
to be transported back to a time when
Degas, Monet, Cezanne and Matisse

might be seen rubbing shoulders in the
caf6 with their more hyperbolic academic
peers. We are asked to reassess the
connection, but in order to do what? lf we
are to re-evaluate the worth of the lesser-

known artists then we must do so by
looking hard and long at the acknowl-

edged modern masters, who were
indeed internationally recognised as
such by 1900, in order to find some hitherto unnoticed flaw. ln fact these examples of clear vision and focused practice
come as something of a blessed reliel
amongst the puffing and blowing pomposity of the acres of canvas that hedge

them in on every side. What's remarkable is that they appear to have had so
little influence on their peers even after
nearly thirty years of exposure from the
first lmpressionist show of 1874 to their
almost universal exclusion from the original exhibition in 1900. ln his excellent
'The History of lmpressionism' (1980),
John Rewald managed to ferret out a
surprisingly astute assessment of the
importance of the lmpressionists which
appeared as early as 1883. This was in
the London Standard, a wiser forerunner

vrews

ing is a complete contrivance. You can

1900
The millennium bug has struck after all. lt
has happened in the heart of London, at

vtews

ln fact the Decennale theme is only maintained in Galleries 1 and 6 where works
from the original exhibition are displayed.
Elsewhere the artists are sometimes repre
sented by other works produced between
1897 and 1903. These include artists that
were excluded, mainly those same modern

masters praised

so

shrewdly

by

almost beat out the point and counter-point
rhythm as you scan across the frieze ol fig
ures. They exist in a state of perfectly bal-

anced suspended-animation that turns
them into little old men. The whole thing is
creepy, artificial and unreal. lts worst
offence however is its cloying worthiness.

The sentimental narrative evokes such
generic terms as charity, philanthropy,

the

benevolence and all those other epithets of

Standard all those years before. The work is

institutional mutton dressed as lamb. This
is the source of the unease that one leels
in the face of such a bare-faced lie.

grouped around themes irrespective of the
artists' stylistic allegiances and intentions.
This makes for some uncomfortable bed-fellows. The themes themselves are curiously

reminiscent of the Millennium Dome.
There's a body zone, not called that of
course, a spirit zone, a man and woman

zone, and lots of pink children who seem to
be leading inexorably towards the sort of ter-

ritory that Jake and Dinos Chapman now
occupy.

One of the paintings in question, 'Sad
lnheritance' by Joachin Sorolla Y Bastida is
a prime example of just how mis-guided aca-

demic painting could be. The painting

is

fatally flawed by being so well-intentioned. lt
represents a whole orphanage-full of naked
boys going for a swim in a cold and uninviting Casper David Friederick sea. The principal children, blind, brain-damaged and on

I

thought I ought to test out the exhibition's

a more
restrained example of the genre in Kroyer's
'Boys Bathing 1899'. Try as I might, however, I could not find it in mysell to gasp on
the one hand at the sheer dexterity of his
handling whilst smiling pityingly at
Cezanne's lirst clumsy steps in the same
direction in his study for bathers that was
hung nearby. This is surely what we would
have had to do, but the gravity of the latter
main tenet further by looking at

blasts the flimsy triviality

of the

crutches are being helped by a grim-reaper

seen by contemporary audiences, free of
judgements imposed by twentieth-century
eyes.' Such statements give art and schol-

priest who comes across as an ideally

arship

dependable child-minder. No scout-master
he! The composition is so self-conscious, it
creaks. The black ligure of the priest bridges
over the boys who frolic and gambol in the
surf between the mean, sandy foreground
and the dark forbidding background. They
are thereby both threatened and protected
by black. The main figures hold their poses
with all the life-room skill of professionals.
The rendering of the boys sunlit torsos also
owes much to the disciplines and strictures
ol academic drawing. Though methinks he
paid a sneaky visit to the Victorian equivalent of Supersnaps to gather info for some of
the supporting cast of thousands. The paint-

a bad name. Was the London
Standard wrong and the Evening Standard

right after all? Has it simply been a big
con? Key words of evaluation spring to
mind when a familiar modernist landmark
comes into view. These are enquiry, invention, exploration and discovery, and above
all refreshing honesty. We don't have to
hold in our minds the twentieth-century
legacy of these pioneers to appreciate the

sheer quality of what they had already
achieved by 1900. But if we care to do so
then we can see contained in their unassuming works the nucleus of our own artistic heritage. There's really no contest.
Peter McCafthy Jan 2000

one would like to think of the Evening
Standard. lt reads'...(the exhibition) sets
before us the aims and achievements of
a modern school of undoubted impor-

tance...With all their deficiencies (the
lmpressionists) are individual, brilliant,
engaging. They are a force to be reckoned with.' But not it seems for the selec-

tion committee of the Paris Decenelle
seventeen years later, if this show is anything to go by.

Page 2

former

clean out of the water. The exhibition leaflet
that is handed to every visitor invites us to
...'reassess those who have been
ignored...to look at the way art then was

Phif ip

Goddard detail from Constructed landscapes af lhe Loft
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Walter R

the chance) - so it is a real education to be

A life and Work

presented with the smaller products of
Ritchie's art - his jewellery and ivory work

leamington Art Gallery

Aprill-May14
Unlike most sculptors who have a team of
on their designs,

apprentices working

Waiter Ritchie always worked alone and,
with the exception of "Wings Of Enterprise"
at Milton Keynes'Caldecotte Lake Business

where expert help was needed with the
welding, oversaw every stage of his work
himself. This singularity of vision is much in
evidence and positively shines out throughout this entire exhibition. Despite the diversity of shape and colour, texture and media,

a

real sense of personality pervades the
collected work. There is beauty and excite-

ment, enthu siasm and humour and, most of
all, the pieces seem to glow with positive
feeling and a sense of tenderness. lt's very
invigorating.

Due

to some rather sensationalist press

reviews most people will know of -Walter

Ritchie solely for his more erotic pieces.
This does the artist a great disservice. ln
actual fact the erotica covers a very tiny
fraction of Ritchie's oeuvre. To focus on this
alone is to overlook a wealth of work that is
as beautiful as it is varied. Although this
exhibition does dotf a cap or two at Ritchie's
more erotic sensibilities in the shapes of
"Atlanta" and "Boadicea", it does well to display a cornucopia of Ritchie's lesser known
works. lt is a real education. Given his ma+
tery over so many different types of media wood, stone, ivory, brick - Ritchie must
surely be one of the most exemplary sculp
tors of the last century. The velvety texture
he brings to "Cockerel" is astounding and

which really is exquisite. The conservationists among you will be glad to hear that all
the ivory Ritchie used was well over 150
years old - no elephants were deliberately
killed to get it beneath Ritchie's caressing
chisels. Ritchie very rarely exhibited his work
during his life as he considered galleries to
be rather elitist and limiting, he much preferred his work to be OUT THERE; in public
placesi/spaces; out in the real world. To be
viewed by real people in real everyday environments. This explains the great wealth of
Ritchie's work, which was commissioned by
and displayed in public buildings and commercial environments. There are Walter
Ritchie masterpieces scattered up and down
the country and if one is prepared to undertake a journey to these places one would be
well rewarded. Details of these sitings are
kindly supplied within one ol the free exhibF
tion handouts. But one does not need to travel far to view a Walter Ritchie in situ - a great
many pieces are on display around the
Midlands area. The bronze Coat of Arms at

Shire Hall is a Walter Ritchie, as is the
History stone situated outside the former
Magistrates Court in Alcester. A visit to the
Richard Lee School in Coventry will enable
one to view the stunning bronze Richard Lee
Memorial - another Walter Ritchie masterpiece, ln Leamington itself, at St. Joseph's
RC Church there is the beautiful sculpture,

vrews

'-vtews

"Flight lnto Egypt", dynamically carved
into lbstock Buff multi facing bricks. A
pencil study and photograph of this piece
are on display in the exhibition. Observe
the taut movement of the wind, the effort
and opposing movement of the figures
and yet, at the nucleus, the utter stillness
and serenity of the baby lovingly enfolded
in the pocket of its mothe/s arms. lt really is breathtaking.

I would like to quote Walter
Ritchie himself from his book
Ultimately

"Sculpture", on his views on Art and the
Art World: "... damn the jargon, damn the
dealers, damn fashion, damn pretension,
damn aesthetic posturing, damn metropo
lis and internationalism, above all damn

bureaucracy entering a field of human
endeavour in which it should have no
place.

People must think for themselves and
establish their own standards." Walter
Ritchie was an artist who cared little for
the art establishment and artistic posing,
but one that cared without bounds for the
art itself and the need for it to be enjoyed
by ordinary people in everyday environ-

ments. By anybody's standards Walter
Ritchie is an artist ol supreme skill, vision
and, above all, tender and far
reaching beauty.
Stephen Blake 2000

this is even before one is amazed by the
dynamic shape and movement of the piece,
all so effortlessly captured. Did I say effortless? Don't be fooled. The sheer artistry and

work involved is unfathomable. lt is all the
more incredible when one considers the
prolificacy of Ritchie's work: a "Crow" as
black as any Ted Hughes could have envisioned, seeds and the slow opening up of

vegetable lives, "Boadicea" driving her
chariot rendered in stunning lntaglio - a
wonderful menagerie of form and subject.
Many of the pieces that form this exhibition

come from private collections and that
mainly of Sally Taylor who has kindly otfered

them up for public view, this being the first
public exhibition of Ritchie's work since his
death in 1997. We all owe a huge debt of

gratitude

to Sally Taylo/s generosity

in

allowing us the opportunity to see such treasures. lt is very humbling.
Most people know only the larger pieces of
Ritchie's work - the amazing "Portrait Of Sir
Len Hutton" rendered in brick at the Oval
Cricket Ground or "The Creation" at Bristol
Eye Hospital (all well worth visiting if you get

Catherine Bates

defarT

from Shela Ruins 1 at The Loft revue page
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Letter from the Chair

in Leamington, as
well as the new gallery at Stratford-on-Avon

It has been a good quarter for LSA. With a
membership of well over 130, we are now
by far the largest local art group in the area.
With members drawn from all backgrounds
and practising the whole range of artistic
media, we are beginning to represent
Leamington's rich diversity of artistic talent.

Leisure Centre, the Herbert Art Gallery in
Coventry, and the Library Gallery at the
University of Warwick. I would particularly

As we expand, we are able to provide a
real support network of contacts - letting

I am delighted to announce that LSA has
been the beneficiary of [5,000, donated by

events in Leamington and elsewhere.At the
AGM in November we voted to raise sub-

immensely grateful for this most generous
gift and are turning our minds to the best
possible use for it.

members know of exciting exhibition
opportunities, new venues and social

Warwickshire College

like to thank the Loft Theatre for working so

closely with LSA to give so many of our
members the opportunity to exhibit in their
excellent space.

an

anonymous private trust.

We

are

scription rates to t10.00 per annum (e5
concessions) in response to our increase in
size: When the membership was 30 or so it
was easier to deliver mail shots by hand with 130 we rely more than we used to on
the GPO! With four free issues of aftspace
and a constant notice of exhibition opportunities and private views, I hope that members will feel the increase justified lt will
also give us the minimum annual income
required to enable us to apply for charitable
status.

Finally, I would like to thank all those on the
LSA committee who have made so many of
our recent achievements as an organisation
possible - David Phillips, Hazel Shaw,
Steve Phillips, Liz Wright, Tim Richards,
Dominica Vaughan and Bill Jackson, I am
particularly grateful to Bill for continuing as
the indispensable Editor of artspace, and to
Warwickshire College for continuing to subsidise its production.

Catherine Bates
LSA's studios in North Hall, Spencer Yard,
have taken off since the District Council
first let us have use of the building last
summer. There are now 17 members with
a studio space in the building, with 7 members on the waiting list (anyone who would
like to go on the waiting list should contact
me on 01926 887699). We are organising
an Open Studio in North Hall during
Warwickhire County Council's Arts and
Heritage Week during the summer half-

term. This is part of a county-wide event
involving individual and group studios,
museums, art galleries, and other venues
throughout Warwickshire. The studios in
North Hall will be open to the public on
27lh-281h May and 3rd-4th June and all
LSA members are most welcome to attend.
We will be circulating a brochure with further details nearer the time.

Our stake in North Hall has made LSA a
key player in on-going talks and plans
about Leamington's long-awaited "Cultural
Quarter". Personally, I think the presence
of working artists is what makes such a

quarter

a

living, thriving place and not

some theme-park or museum piece. I am
hopeful that our involvement in the development of the project from the beginning
will ensure that the visual arts will have a
central place in the linal scheme of things.

The last few months have seen many
memorable and successful exhibitions,
both by individual members and by LSA as
local
venues. These include the Royal Pump
Rooms, the Southtown Gallery at Gaia, the
Loft Theatre, and the Foyer Gallery at

a group, at a host of important
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Leamington Studio Artists
Millennium Exhibition
The Southtown Gallery - Gaia
The Southtown Gallery has recovered from
the floods of April 1998 and has a pro-

gramme of exhibitions which need some
comment before a consideration of the
LSA show. Sarah Huddlestone and her fellow directors have established a policy of
openness so that the young or mature,

completely unknown artists, can have the
opportunity of exhibiting. ln community
terms this is a noble and generous gesture
for there is virtually no money to be made
out of such a policy. No doubt 'Regenesis'
or the WDC, both enlightened bodies, may
come round to recognising the excellent
work that this represents. lt gives the
unknown a chance, a hope, an opportunity
to see what their work looks like in a public
place with the possibility of feedback. ln
art-historical terms one only need think of

artists whose early work, such as
Kandinsky and van Gogh, would have
been dismissed out of hand in their early

years as artists (although both were
mature people before they began their
artistic career) to recognise the value of the

enterprise and the community spirit that
Gaia is demonstrating.
The Leamington Spa Studio Artists exhibition was one where eighteen of the
Association's members showed their work.
The previous exhibition at the Southtown
gallery lasted a few days only, before the
effects of the Easter flood and its conse-

vlews
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quent damp, led to its premature closure,
although 'ArtSpace' did manage to comment on it. ln this exhibition there was a
considerable range ol work to be seen.
Broadhead and Vaughan both presented
nudes. Broadhead's work was large and
monumental. lt depicted a female nude that
had a sculptural presence, that conveyed a
gravity, as if of a body awaiting an event, as
if it could be tipped over, rolling into an
unknown embrace, perhaps with a viewer,

should one wish that. lt seemed a study of
nudity in the classical tradition of reclining
with all the subtleties of colour and tone,
opposite ends of the spectrum, such as lime
green and mauve. A powerful work and one
that showed a mastery of the brush, with
colours woven in, that added to the sensual
palpability of the figure, full, rotund and languid. While Broadhead's work had allure,
Vaughan's seemed like the expression of a
body from the inside rather than one which
had been expertly observed. She presents

a

hot, passionate strong image as of a
woman caught up in herself. The beaten
metal like copper of the texture is furnace
like in its colour as if heat is radiating from
the figure. There is a note of frenzy, of the
whirling dervishes, of the dancer immersed
in the rhythmic cadences of the music. Here
there is the attraction of the erotic coupled
with fantasy, as the figure flits in and out of
the shadows bedazzling the eye. The figure
pulsates with the beat of the unheard music,
in the unknown setting, and we are overwhelmed by the mystery. Both of the female

body, but how ditferent, how captivating
aesthetically,

in both

instances. Phillips

'Window ii' brings in a social dimension to
the observation of the nude. One notes the
clever use of the medium as he constructs a
window frame with a type of mesh, as if of a
fine silk woman's stocking through which we
peer into the intimacy of a room. Here a
note of Lautrec is brought to bear, as we
see a woman, looking jaded revealing her-

self to the eyes of a man. lt is a study in
voyeurism as we are caught in the very act
that is being unfolded before the eyes of the
figures in the room. This is about the potential use of a female body in quite a different
context to the paintings mentioned above.
The painting lalls into the 'Kitchen Sink
School' category but extends it to an area
which those artists of the 50s did not stray.
It is a skilllul work that creates an atmosphere, a concern with an area of human
behaviour that is rampant but concealed,
rarely talked about. ln social terms the sex
worker needs considerable credit for coping
with the seamier side of human conduct and
in this painting Phillips, as an established

and accomplished artist has done that in a
novel and arresting way.
Dick strikes quite a different note. While the

three paintings mentioned above have a
universality in subject and content Dick's

=vie yys;=- =vie ws -.-vie
work is of

a local scene 'Giantess in

Warwick Folk Festival'. Here a lot is happening at once, which tends to be the case
in festivals, there is a sense of bustle and
life at the street level which gives a feel of

ws.

views

-

views,:

-views

='-views

the piece will be presented with great promary colourst warm, glowing and thick in fessionalism. We are not disappointed for
application. lt is useful to see how he has the sheep lined up on each side of the cenmoved on to a more complex conceptual tral image are an instant reminder to topicality as of Hirst's work. ln addition the central
basis for his work.
movement of brushstrokes, with use of pri-

vitality. This huge figure, in white, domi-

image where the figures are presented in the

nates the scene, a carnival, a blur of movement, and the sketch like figures dance

Jelley's work is always exquisite and these form of vegetables the message seems to
seasonal fairies 'Summer, Autumn and be 'we are all that we eat'. Not even vegeWinte/ are no exception. They are so fragile, tarians are spared the macabre humour of
so captivating, so dainty that they fly into our being wooden heads, thick ungainly crealives and have us in thrall. She seems to turn tures, far from benign, who peer over the
photography into a mode of glamour as if table top, with a huge knife ready to use on
recalling the tinted images of sweet faded a lamb placed there. There is an element of
Victorian children. There is an air of the the- 'Monty Python' included with reference to
atre or pantomime as if little darlings have Pop art and the imagery of Warhol. The clevbecome transformed, changed into elusive erness lies in the manipulation of the means
forms that will always escape capture, always to create a far from polite dinner party. lt is a
be just out of reach, however much we long strong hard hitting image that makes you
to hold and comfort them. This is the use of smile but has a satirical element that porphotography that borders on the magical to trays the world as a far from comfortable and
create haunting images of a nether world, of settled place. Let us hope this is not the
that which could never be, but which is so world as it really is and those characters are
much wanted. 'Waterlilies' by Spence add not our masters. Jackson makes you think,
further to our astonishment at the range of take stock, be warned, not be quite so trust-

around her. Dick is a consummate
draughtsman and the skill of his sketches
astonishing and he brings all this knowledge to bear on this image of happiness in
a local setting. One would have to search
far to find someone who could teach drawing so well and demonstrate it so magnificently. What could be more different than
Power's work of which there are six under
the heading 'Subliminal Objectives'. They
have the character in their box like structures of carrying around the frame, like Xrays put up to be looked at as one searches for clues for identification and analysis.
There is a biological, organic character as if
they are slides under the microscope while
at the same time there is a suggestion of
the subliminal, of mind waves and nerve
endings. The gloss paint gives a colourful

vibrancy and this painting in its own terms
has an intriguing quality of the unknown.

Mondrian and Kandinsky both pioneered
abstraction in their respective ways and the
permutations that followed the establishment of the idiom have been countless but
Power's work gives an individual twist. lt is
different and puzzling. Rafferty's three
paintings are very difierent to his Loft theatre work. They are figurative, have free

imagery that photography can achieve.
These waterlilies are presented as if seen at
night which in itself is unusual. The water is
dense and opaque, and the leaves of the
lilies have a variegated quality. There is a
note of sadness, of gloom, of decline, and the

lilies themselves are like reflected light.
Careful craftsmanship is evident in both
these artists' work. Jackson's 'Dinner Party'

ing or naive.

Murray's work is made of plastic with wire
mesh and seems an imaginative recycling of

material. She makes

it a fun

thing, for

although it has no colour it picks up the light.

Each component part that makes up the
square structure is sealed in this relief, and
each projection is a little different. There is a

reveals all the wit and adroitness we identify sense of humour evident with the interplay of
with the editor of 'attspace'. Here is an artist male and female, curves as against squares,
versed in all aspects of photography and dig- some obtrude while others intrude. This is a
ital animation so we are totally confident that very clever, imaginative piece full of surprises and a notable contribution to the world of
objects that have populated the art scene for
some time now. Henry's work is quite differ-

ent and the hallmark of her remarkable
colour sense is shown to best advantage.
The ethnic tone to this bead work with its
heaven and moon and fluid colours in spiral

shapes otfer a tactile as well as a visual
experience. This work fits well into her oeu-

vre and one would like to see more of her
work over the coming months. Hunt's 'Little

Samples' have a sense of the fugitive, of
fragments of clothing 'stored against one's

ruin', intense, close-up intimacy revealing
superb needlework and embroidery of the
highest order as gold and metallic threads
are woven into the cloth. These are like tex-

tural pieces in a museum, with a disguised
symbolism creating a private world. 'Keeper
of the Heavensi/ Keeper of the Sun and
Moon' by Daniels are icons that fill our heads

with knowledge of the 'primitive'. Now we
know we can no longer equate it with the
simple but must see in itthe complexity of rit-

'Red

Mist'

rcvue page 10

Mick Rafferty

uals rich in meaning. Gauguin caught the
truth of native cultures and these works with
their beaten metal double-headed imagery
extends it into realms that fire the mind. We
need to see more of the work of this artist for
cont page 9
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Tables of Desire : To Desire Youth

BillJackson

Tables of Desire and Visiting the Underworld

rial is processed. The flat, birds-eye

Bill Jackson

directness of the earlier work gives way to
scanned and manipulated photographs ol

Wanrick University Library Gallery
January 1Oth 2000
Talking to Bill Jackson about the tools of his
trade is like talking to a painter about his
favourite set of brushes. He speaks in similarly loving terms about earlier versions of
Photoshop, about things that could be done
then, 'in the good old days,'that have since

been made more difficult by software
streamlining. You almost expect him to
shake his head and say regretfully 'they
don't make 'em like that any more.' As
I

recall, the earliest graphics packages were
called things like Paint-box, and artists
such as David Hockney were invited, (but
failed,) to show us what could be done with
these new-fangled toys. This level of famil-

iarity with the history of the medium is a
testament to Bill's depth of involvement. A
significant step in his development came

an auto-biographical reference. Definition
is crisp and convincing. ln several of the
others

a certain wooliness is allowed to

intrude like an invading mist that can sometimes diffuse the impact ol the image.

There is an air of heavy nostalgia in all
these prints. Lace-curtains, fallen leaves
and old photographs evoke a Proustian
sense of the past. There is only one excep
tion to this and it is all the more disturbing
for that. Here the hands are saturated with
horror-movie red and the background dom-

inated by dangerous looking implements
(of torture?) This stark, uncluttered image
seems to anticipate the leaner structure of
the more recent set of prints, Visiting the
Underpool, which is exhibited on the opposite wall.

early on as a student during a photography

class. This is where he first encountered
the photogram and the magic of true-scale
reproduction - that real, unreal shadowworld that represents a fleeting glimpse of
virtuality. The fruits of this seminal experience can be seen in at least half of the
exhibits on view at the Library Gallery at the
University of Warwick.

We have all tried at one time or another to
reproduce various bits of our anatomy on a
photo-copier, a screwed up face with eyes

tightly shut when sober and other more
risqu6 bits when not. Likewise the artist's
hands and arms intrude into the first set of
prints, Tables of Desire, apparently controlling, manipulating, even driving the imagery
forward. This teasing reference back to the
hands-on nature of practice is both ironic
and dramatic. lt contrasts strongly with the
rest of the imagery which is locked into a
tromp-l'oeil, still life time-capsule, like a
Joseph Cornell box. The contrast between
these two extremes is managed to very
good effect. Tables of Desire : To Desire
Youth is probably the most successful of
this group. Here the imagery conveys a

There is a temptation in a space as small
as the Library Gallery to hammer a nail into
every square inch of wall-space in order to

avoid leaving anything out. Bill does not
allow himself to fall into this trap. His instaF

lation is commendably restrained, clean
and simple as a result. lt is held together by
the banner-like format of the images which
is unilorm through-out even though the
content differs fundamentally. The contrast
in subject-matter is all the more effective
since the nostalgia of the first set and the
lyricism of the second is not allowed to
meet and mix. What the two sets have in
common is the digital process and wider
than wide-screen extension. This commonality is enough in itself to bind the work
together. lt also allows a considerable shift
of emphasis to be introduced without this
seeming like inconsistency. The technical
difference lies in the way the source mate-

drifting, shifting passages of blue water
which are populated by swimmers in an

ethereal'underwater' environment. We
catch no more than fleeting glimpses of
the distorted heads in Underpools I and
lll. Their effort, even their discomfiture, is
clearly visible as bubbles of air escape
from their distorted mouths. This feeling of
marginality is emphasised by their place
ment at the periphery of the spectator's
vision. Underpool ll in comparison shows
a very comfortable looking individual,
located centrally, and perfectly at home, it
would seem, in this alien environment.
lnstead of trying to swim he appears to be
managing to think or contemplate or even

communicate. This is a sophisticated
image. lt is the only one of the series that
allows the figure to escape lrom the nor-

mality of the photograph into the attenuated world of the ink-jet print. ln doing this it
fully exploits the transformative potential
of digital imagery to produce glimpses of

another reality.

ln a written statement nearby Bill invites
us to join him in considering our own
future modes of existence and advises us
not to tally. This warning may be tonguein-cheek or not, but it can be assumed
that in this future world we will still be able
to find the reassuring array of quaint lifestyles and practices that we see today such things as train-spotters at the end of
the platform, basket-weavers at the craft
fair, thatchers up on the roof, and doctors,
lawyers, teachers and students, and of
course, painters, sculptors and print-makers. Tout ca change, tout la meme chosel
Party on!
Peter McCarthy 2000

sense of accumulation over a long period of

time, indeed early photographs are used as

Page 6
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Leamington Art Gallery

bared teeth...one can almost hear the shriek
come shaking up from the page.

also into the very heart of the creative
crocess that is fuelled by that mind. I say
:antalising because we are shown merely

enjoy being unnerved by in old copies of
Grimm's Fairytales. Such an association is

The beautifully calligraphied swathes of text

not inappropriate.

that decorate Lewty's work have become

lf

orief flashes of the thought process, a series

LewV's drawings can be referred to as
maps then LewV's aspirations can be linked
to those of a cartographer of the uncon-

ol lreeze frames that open up for us an

scious. We see dark fantasies paraded

ncomplete vista of the racing landscape that
s Lewty's imagination - like taking still photographs from the window of a moving train,

before us that touch a nerve in our own psyche - it is as if Lewty is tapping into a communal unconsciousness. Undoubtedly there
is a great deal of personal symbolism
involved in Lewty's work but even if we can-

we can only perceive small fragmentary

rroments of the journey and no matter how
I lluminating those fragments may be they
'can never communicate the full visionary
experience of that joumey. An incomplete
revelation is inevitable. But that incompleteness enriches our perception of the artist's
journey - any sense of mystery fullils rather
:han debilitates - and also enriches our own
smaller parallel journey as we enter the
artist's world and attempt to fathom out the
views from a train that we have been granted only partial access to. To have given all of
the information would have denied us our
part in the creative process: the small hints
that Lewty gives us as to the direction of his
mental forays leave ample space for our
imaginations and personal associations to
work their wonders alongside and over the
:op of Lewty's.
Towards Drawing', then, works in the nature
of a guide, a pointer of the way, a hinter and
provocateur. lt is impossible to stand
unmoved and unengaged by Lewty's drawrngs. Not only are we not provided with all
the facts and meanings but we are prodded
nto supplying a mine of lacts and meanings
of our own. The concept ol free association
does not begin and end on the pages of
Lewty's work but rather it is passed on, in
:he form of a baton, to us, the viewer, and we

to run with it. Lewty's

immense

l drawings provide the maps and star charts
from which we may plot and navigate our
1

own journeys.
It is a journey through a middle England that

is both wonderfully medieval and modern.
Strangely rounded malformed beings dance

and sprint across landscapes that hint at
sparse and archaic rusticity while embracing
modern looking chimneys and brickworks.

Such beings are largely in evidence in the
numerous studies that Levvty has offered up
for our perusal - our stills photographs of

that wild train journey

-
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magical protection. ln acknowledgement of
such English mythologies Lewty's mandrakes are drawn with open mouths and

into, not only the mind of Simon Lewty, but

are told

vtews

Towards Drawing
Simon Leurty
Dec/Jan 2000

This exhibition offers a tantalising glimpse

I

vrews

weird dreamlike

creatures that seem to bulb and flow, semi-

liquid like upon small islands of tracing
paper; small chancy beings half-glimpsed
from the corners of one's eyes like the
bizarre cartoons of the finished works. The

darkly bold outlines of these illustrations
remind me also of the pictures I used to

not gauge the full meaning of it there is something within it that reaches out and touches a

part of our core that secretly delights in the
old dark traditions of England - witchcraft, the
occult, murky esoteric knowledge. Our country and country's history is steeped in it: it is
this bottomless font that LevuV has tapped
into. lt is both familiar to us and discomforting
and Lewty works his magic well.
By building up layers of tracing paper Lewty's
work gains the feel and appearance of old
manuscripts, aged vellum - pages of diabolical grimoires. The discolouration - or rather
the deliberate colouration - gives the medium
an aged, leathery feel. The paper looks
archaic - the works could be carelully pre-

served museum artifacts. This grimoire illusion/allusion is further enhanced by the use
of diverse calligraphic styles. On a prosaic
level, some of the wordage seems foreign or
nonsensical but there is a third, much darker,

possibility. Such boldly shaped pen-work,
such bizarre syllabic unions has the appearance of demoniacal signatures - one immediately thinks of witchcraft trial manuscripts and
Hellfire Club contracts. The eftect is deeply
unnerving - it hints at a world of knowledge
that is totally beyond our ken yet whose proximity is itself a source of much terror. Lewty
forces us to brush up against this other-world
that exists in another dimension alongside

and underneath our own. The fodder of
nightmare and the fuel of enlightening
dreams is given free reign across LewV's
surreal landscapes while the blood of darker
thoughts is allowed to bleed through from the
layers beneath. LewV's drawings act like portals to deeper imaginings.
Think this occult reference too outlandish?
Then consider the mandrake that features in
Lewty's "The Guide", "The Men Who Lie ln
The Road", as well as various of his other
works. This root was traditionally thought to
be the repository of mystical powers and was
the paramount ingredient in any self-respecting witch's potion. The mandrake has many
dark tales and legends attached to it - supposed to grow from the seed of a hanged
man and to scream horribly when pulled from
the ground. such a scream often proved fatal
to the uprooter unless he/she had sought

something of a motif. They are grammatical
and narrative mazes - another outlet for
LewV's imagination. They make for both
exciting and frustrating reading - secrets are
hinted at, dark and earnest dealings,
snatches of unworldly dialogues - we follow
one strand of logic only to be about-faced

and led down another chain of thought.
Lewty delights in and is a master of stream
of consciousness writing and free association. We begin to read and, like Alice, tum-

ble down an unending rabbit hole into a
world where the familiar is rendered unfamiliar. The text is the voice of Lewty's crea-

tures navigating their world. But to what
end? We may never know. And, after all, it
isn't important that we do. ln Lewty's introduction to the "Towards Drawing" catalogue,

he admits that he does expect his texts to
be read, though acknowledges that this
does take time on the part of the reader more important, however, is the question of
how his texts ought to be read. This Lewty
has no jurisdiction over - the how of the
reading process falls entirely to us, the reader, to discern. Personally, I like to consume
the texts as yet one more pictorial element the shape and layout, the calligraphy, all
impinge with varying effects upon the eye
just as Lewty's illustrations do - telft as texture, if you like. The words, the language are
all part ol the landscape in the same way
that town names and road numbers are as
essential a part of a map as the contour
lines and boundary markings. They should
be taken as such.
Stepping into Levyty's "Towards Drawing"
exhibition at Leamington Art Gallery is like
stepping into Lewty's mindscape and seeing
various stages of the creative process, past
and present, beginnings and endings,
lreeze framed before our eyes. We get the
linished pictures but not the complete journey that these pictures have undergone to
reach completion - only hints. This is not a
complaint. The arVcreative process should
never be prosaic, never be over-analysed. lt

should be as full of magic and mystery
as...life. Lewty's work provides the road
map and travelogue to wherever our imaginations care to

'"to '"b*n en

Btake 2000
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Leaminglon Sfudio Arfists Exhibition

the pleasure of the exotic which they offer.

Millward's work 'Landscape of Deceit' is
an image with a whirling wheel of death
that has emerged from underwater like a
strange sea urchin. lt is a disturbing picture that lives up to its title and one which
with its flowing fluidity challenges us to
beware, as she does in so many of her
works. Saxton's 'Pineapple' is more stable, demonstrating quiet observation and
patience. The lruit as presented has a
presence that goes beyond the botanical

although very precise and carefully rendered. The drama lies in its stillness and its
completeness, demanding our acknowledge
ment with its weight and suggestion of foreign climes. 'Thackery Street, Kensington'by
Manuel, too is based on observation but this
time the intensity seems as if the artist wants

to bend the walls of the buildings he is
depicting. These tall solid red brick buildings
have become bent through an exaggerated

perspective, as if the artist's eyes have
turned them into flexible, rubber like edifices.
The intention reminds one ol someone like
Gore during his'Camden Town'days, where

every brick was seemingly counted. Here

the etfect is powerful for the

buildings,

Edwardian in style, are distorted creating
an hypnotic effect. ln contrast'Jesus Loves
You' by Lewis represents a well known
local building. The Christian bookshop on
the Radford road has been caught complete with railway bridge as it is in all its
unpretentious greyness looming large but
with the hint of agitation in the cloudy sky. lt
has been given a certain grandeur. These
straight renditions are useful as a reminder
of the architectural vocabulary which in all
its variety surrounds us in such a gracious

fashion in Leamington. Miller's 'Stone
Separato/ is so different taking us out of
domestic architecture into the realm of
industry. The way the image is treated is to
make it seem like industrial archaeology,
for it has the odd feel of a negative exposure. The graphic quality spells out the

building as if of some of picturesque ruin
ratherthan alull blown working factory. The
colour combinations are unusual and effective creating a rather romanticized view.
This is thoughtful picture of a subject that is
rarely painted but which has been given an
aura of acceptance, cleady by an artist of
considerable experience.

David Phillips 2000
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John lnglas
Looking Again - Scottish Monuments

Michael Magruder

Warwick University Library Gallery

WarwickTechnology Park

vrews

Conoco

February 2000
These twenty three paintings cover a period of the last fourteen years. They are
therefore the thoughtful product of an artist
who has had time to reflect on his subject

matter. One can see from the range that
there is pride in the monuments depicted

mixed with nostalgia and regret. His
images are of a history full of sadness, of
loss, of cruelty but they have been painted

a loving hand. They range from
carved stone tombs, gravestones, etfigies,
fonts, crypts to huge stones or sites of lost
villages or houses. There is no attempt to
with

be systematic but rather he paints what
moves him or what fill him with trepidation
as to the future, as he roamed round various parts of Scotland. We get images of
Pylons criss-crossing their way across
epic landscapes like scars, or the Dornie
bridge that opens up Skye and the West
Highlands. The pride is tinged with disap-

Conoco, the giant American oil company

has its European HQ just

outside

Leamington Spa and has a very enlightened

view towards the arts.

Consequently,
Magruder, one of our founder members is
exhibiting several of his remarkable light
boxes and large digital multi-panel screens
that transfix the eye. This is most exciting
work which incorporates new techniques to
make arresting imagery. These are sophisticated artifacts that point the way to work

which could hold its own in hotel foyers,
reception vestibules of airports or in the context of night-clubs. ln an age of pluralism all
seems possible, from traditional work to that
which experiments on the frontiers of what
constitutes art as in the case of Magruder.

Dave Phillips 2O00

Mick Rafferty

pointment and irony as in 'The Scottish
Enlightenment' where a glass of whisky

The Surface, Scratching the Surface
The Loft Theatre

stands on a book headed as the title of the
painting, in a dingy room, with a bottle ol
whisky standing nearby, from which can
be seen a blue car and two block of high
rise llats. Here you sense the question as

This exhibition of large works which filled
the walls of the Loft Theatre were brightly

to what has

happened, when Scottish

intellectuals at the end of the 18th century
were equal in calibre to those in France,
where they too were part ol the codification of human knowledge, that Scotland
should have ended up like this view. lt is a
patriot's view of his country touched with a
sense of belonging and a desire to measure the present through the eyes of a
romanticized past.

This is a memorable exhibition as you feel

every stroke made has passion running
down the brush to its tip. So the painting is

descriptive in character but the surfaces
are textured and a good eye exploits the
materials of stone, of grass, of rock, of
tree, of sky and combines them into a density of feeling that exudes an aura of iden-

tification and devotion. The love of the
land, of places, of the very air emerges to
embody these paintings with a sense of
truth. No artist could do more given the
intention and the context.
Dave Phillips 2000

coloured and the surface was animated with
a variety of shapes. The seven paintings
could at first glance be regarded as there to
please the eye, large decorative areas,
expertly put together to give simple pleasure and stimulus. Not that this factor can

be disregarded entirely but the titles of
some of the works give a clue as to the
thinking behind them, such as 'Digging for
Clues', or'Code of Conduct'. The method of
production throws some light on the intention of the artist, whereby he will pour paint
onto a plastic surface, allowing it to dry in
some instances, and then transfer it onto
the canvas by pressing together. What is
sought to be incorporated is the notion of
the random, of the accident, that can be
likened to chaos which lies behind the
notions of order and control.
The artist can then, when the image in all its
surprise emerges, re-alter if he thinks nec-

essary. The transfer removes the painter
from direct involvement of mark-making in
the first instance. He obtains all sorts of
effects, especially as has prepared the canvas surface with irregularities ol torn material or dried paint. lt is as il he wants to be
amazed by what emerges, shuffle off the
responsibility of a pre-conceived image, tinker with it subsequently in order to rend it

more meaningful. He is in love with the
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process, with the 'hoW of image making
and its relationship with the 'what'. Rafferty
is in good company with his quest for
'meaning' and'significance'. Mondrian
posed the question of how far you can strip
an image down and still retain significance,
and Kandinsky wanted the viewerto see the

-vte ws-'-vrews
'spiritual' in his own personal vocabulary of
forms. So the paradox remains, how can the
artist make the viewer think beyond the visible, to see the ideas contained in it, extract
meaning from it beyond the aesthetic appreciation of surface. Mondrian argued that his
images were visual equivalents of the order,
the calm, the balance beneath the surface.
Raffertey's work points to a world that wish-

es to shuffle otf the 'big idea' and find in
accident, the seeming inconsequential, the
throw away elements, that which might satisfy, might provide an answer but touched
with the knowledge of hopelessness will
only end in disappointment. ln the meantime his paintings as we look at them,
intrigue and please.
Dave Phillips 2000
Sheila Millward and Pete McCarthy

Exhibition at Ladbrooke Villa and Glebe
House Leamington Spa

The Millward and McCarthy joint show at
Ladbrooke Villa and Glebe House was held
in a gracious and grand setting that allowed
large gallery work to be seen to advantage.
It was a warm, welcoming venue on a cold
night that added a sense of excitement and
intimacy lacking in a commercial gallery.

ln the case of Millward's work one had the
advantage of seeing a development that
ranged from traditional concepts to more
complex ones. The late lile paintings were
large and bold in style with the figures full of

allure and mystery. The earlier work consisted mainly ol landscapes and flowers,
huge poppies in some instances revealing
an identification with nature but also catching the connotation of remembrance for the
Fallen. 'Redemption Bird' shows a confi-

dence

of

handling and an enjoyment ol

paint used freely combined with a touch of
brooding menace. Millward is able to capture mood with an intensity that makes her
imagery forceful,

The delight in materials and their possibilities was seen in the mixed media work. The
quantity of work shown reveals an artist at
the height of her powers with more than
forty works on show, excluding her extraordinary Terezin work. ln her last 'Artspace'
review it was said that the Slade paintings
had a strong understanding of the possibilities of form and this proved true of her late
work in this exhibition. Clearly, in any retrospective, even if selective, one looks at the
development of the work. One saw that this
artist has come a long way and it has been
a learning curve in terms of understanding
her vision. Her late work points her in the
direction of the monumental and figuration
could be the key where, in the context of
light, these figures in the studio could
emerge to challenge ut'

"orf
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her adventures in Kenya last summer,
these pictures represent a period of
intense output. Her work is increasing in

Catherine Bates
Africa and Others
The Loft Theatre
12-22 January and 2 - 5 February 2000

This exhibition of screen prints

by

Catherine Bates principally records and
celebrates her recent journeys to North

depth and richness, not only in the handling of the medium, but in the layering of
association and meaning in her subject
matter, Above and immaculate precision,
these works are immensely appealing and
all, in their uplifting.

VIeW15.

of focus. The old wood absorbed the

colour
and the white deep inset frames added to

the distressed appearance, the looking
back and beyond note added to the
poignancy of an image caught and lost. An
impressive couple of exhibitions and one,
that all could enjoy, for the directness of
means and message.

Margaret Godwin

and East Africa. The prints are arranged on

Richard Yeomans 20O0

two separate walls; one apportioned to
Kenya, and the other to Morocco and

Eternal Return: Close to Earth
Paintings

Tunisia. Her images are drawn lrom architecture and the natural environment, and a
number of her Kenyan images deal with

The Loft Theatre &

the symbiotic relationship between the two.

University of Warwick Library Gallery

The physical separation of the prints

Philip Goddard
The Southtown Gallery Gaia

is

appropriate, for there is a notable contrast
of mood and light between the elegant
refinement of North African architecture,
and the darker, mysterious, overgrown
Swahili ruins at Lamu and Fate lsland. The
Moroccan images of Mekness, Rabat and
Casablanca are skilffully realised through
the process of selection and abstraction
that the silk screen medium imposes.
These are tightly organised and highly disciplined works, and Catherine has avoided
the trap of being seduced and side-tracked
by the refined complexity of Moroccan
lslamic architecture. ln lesser hands such
images could be thin and decorative, but
Catherine never loses sight of the bigger
picture, and she brings a surgical precision
to the way she separates the elements,
structures the tone, and places her colour

Not a canvas in sight, no slick representa-

tional skill, no figures but just seemingly
some biis of old wood put together. Yet the
exhibitions immediately struck one as hav-

ing a great deal ol integrity. These bits ol
wood, made special by being sunk into
pristine white box-frames looked like traditional paintings at first but on closer examination proved not to be. They were brightly painted pieces of wood crafted together

in such a way that they seemed

far

removed from commercial art suppliers.

Nor did they seem topical in any avantgarde fashion. ln the first exhibition at the
Loft one detected a nautical theme, in the
later exhibition in March'O0 at Wanrvick
University gallery, landscapes were predominant.

with impeccable taste and judgement.

ln the first exhibition at the Loft one identi-

Space, depth, and the particularities of the
North African light are achieved, while the
integrity of the picture surface is main-

fied with the less known places of the

tained through the overlay

of clear

flat

planes of colour. She brings the same clarity to her Kenyan pictures with greater richness, te)dure and body to the printed surface. This can be seen in the beautifully
manipulated textures and warm colours of

l; a picture of a sixteenth-century
Portuguese colonial house. The ancient
ruins at Shela and Fate lsland are powerLamu

ful and evocative images, capturing

the

magic of location and the travelle/s hard
earned satisfaction of discovery. The
impulse to explore is well expressed by
that sense of enticement in the views of
Pate lsland' 1 and Fate lsland ll. The for-

mer shows

a domed mausoleum in the

shadows, partly concealed by the brilliantly lit intervening foliage, and the latter is a
powerful image of a broken, flanged tower

thrusting up through the dense undergrowth. Both images capture the intense
African light as well as the mystery of a forgotten civilisation. Such is the power of
ruins, but in Equator Crossing, Catherine,
through her resonant colour, captures the
spirit of Africa in the mundane juxtaposition
of a Coca-Cola sign, truck and cyclist. This
is the most African of all the pictures. Since

vlews

world, with vast expanses of water where
wood drifted and was beached, with uninhabited terrain, and yet all the time the
colour resonated warmth and comfort at
the hearth. Yes, unusual, and one thought
what etfect a large piece would have in a
school hall or hotel foyer. Would it not calm
aggression and lessen stress by its honesty, and act as a reminder that ultimately,
we are ecologically doomed, unless we
mend our ways. The work reminds us that
we must all slow down, spend less, enjoy
more the aesthetics that can come from
simple means.

ln the Wawick exhibition there was

an

on formalised landscapes,
sometimes seen as if from a rear mirror of

emphasis

This exhibition had the euphoria ol the
Millennium with heightened colour and
strong brushwork. Some of the paintings
are smaller in scale than her usual format
but have a close observation of nature. At
the same time there is a greater daring in
some of the work where it moves from natural observation to abstracting from nature.

This leads to a variety of imagery and
allows the viewer a greater range of
response. The adventurous use of colour
was the key note to this exhibition and
Godwin has shown the ability to work in
comfort and confidence in this respect.
The shimmering quality of light on suffused
blue water is indicative of this new tendency. The vividness of Autumn and the fresh
ness of Spring were well caught and gave
an energy to the work. She has captured a
favourite landscape, and knows it so well
she can interpret it with feeling, and present us with it in all its subtle manifesta-

tions. Godwin has acknowledged that
nature is not neutral and it will be interesting to see how far she continues down this

avenue.

What is worth also saying is that like all
artists Margaret Godwin is contributing significantly to the community on a voluntary

basis. There are few grants available for
artists to help cover the cost of an exhibition. There is the cost of materials and
transport, and so many other items, such
as framing, publicity, glazing, apart from all
the time devoted. The long days in the

open and the studio making work goes
unrecorded and unrewarded financially,
and there is always the constant struggle

metamorphosis took place with subtleties

to produce work of quality. Artists are those
individuals who through some sort ol compulsion want to ensure that the community
in which they live can benefit from their talents and effort. This exhibition is a case in
point and Leamington Spa should be
pleased it has so many dedicated individu-

of line and shape. These were strong

als.

a car or an aperture cut through rough
planks to reveal some formalised idyllic
landscape. The suggestion of something
beyond, ol the nostalgia of place, seemed

to

emerge

as the materials evolved a

works and could hold their own within the
idiom of Schwitters and Burri. They were
the product of a knowing, sophisticated
developed sensibility, creating consistency
with a variety of shifting patterns and points

David Phillips 2000
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be a monotony. This could never be said
of the work of Geoff Underwood. lf a visitor to this exhibition knew nothing about
it, and simply looked around the work on

Stetf Hutchinson LRPS
Photographs

Southtown Gallery Gaia

view, it would not be impossible to think

simple domestic objects.

that the exhibition was a show by four or
five different artists. More careful study
would surely reveal an underlying relationship, or a progression, of one artist,
but even then the vision would be various. This artist has found certain aspects
of work good, but not been afraid to move

Her subjects range from closely focused

idea called for attention. Not content to

Steff Hutchinson's photographs, taken
mostly in Finland, Corfu ad the "Celtic"
areas of Britain have a very Scandinavian

feel to them, in their emphasis on the
clean, uncluttered line of natural and
architectural forms, and the beauty of

on into new territory when an

still lives ("Drying onions, Rnotsinkyla,
Vantaa" and "Greek Urn, Mon Repas,
Corfu") to grand, encompassing, almost
abstract landscapes ("Sunset,
lnvergamy"). People do not intrude in this
exhibition and figures tend to be reduced
to parts, as in "Paul's Hand, Crrccielth" or
slightly removed from the main focus as
in the related figures in "Mirror, Kiasma,
Helsinki". She has an instinct for unusual
angles and frames for her subjects, as in
her view of tourists glimpsed through

columns in "Acropolis steps, Athens".
These are holiday snaps without the
banality of the family album or the artificial prettiness of the postcard.

Nothing jars the eye in this collection. The
general feeling is of serenity, meditation
and stillness, found as much in the elemental landscapes and quiet still lives as
in the stark simplicity of modern architec-

ture, cranes. pylons and bridges. Some
toe the scenes have the wistful quality of
a moment captured from a holiday long
past - a boat moored on a quiet lake, an
empty hammock.

exciting

merely repeat a successful theme,
Underwood has followed a capricious

muse, rather than taking the easier path

of repetition. There is a painting of two
saxophonist, which took me immediately
back to jazz cellars of the Fifties, freely
painted but representational, and a lovely
overview of some richly green back gar-

dens reminiscent of what might have
been a prelude for the wilder growth of an
Anthony Green. One could look out of the
window over those back gardens for a
long time, curious as to the business of
the figures walking along paths, waiting
for the lilac to flower again, thankful that
winter was over. An atmosphere has
been captured without strain. There are
some panels based on the surface life of
water, and some lively landscapes of
Dorset which are aware of light and
weather, earth and sky, without being
merely a record of a place; they reveal a
glimpse of the mental dazzle of am early

van Gogh. There is a life about these
landscapes, which is an invitation to visit

-,

views.-

.-

views

and walk, see for oneself. The artist
seems to be equally at home with portraying interesting human beings, as in
'Walking Along the Street, a familiar
scene of oddness, madness and banality
admired. And there is a painting of two

figures apparently in deeply important
personal discourse across a flimsy cafe
table, reminiscent of Edward Hopper but
more expressionist in tone. To my mind
the most interesting of all is a group of
four panels, the upper two of which are
good but lairly normal representations of
a seated man at a kitchen table. There is

a tremendous humour in this group of
paintings, for the lower two have the
same environment hut a progression is
shown, inspired by a certain type of
Buddhist meditation. The subject of the
painting has less and less as his meditation progresses, until he turns into a dazzle of light and then disappears, leaving
the kitchen bare ol most earthly objects
as well as himself. A pack of scouring
powder in each panel remains
untouched, reminding us that this is in
fact an everyday occurrence as well as a
bizarre mystical rite; just as there are all
kinds of lives there are all kinds of deaths,
and to leave only a few physical traces of

the earthly Self behind (hair and fingernails according to the Buddhist Sectarian

script) is more interesting than most, a

more refined version of spontaneous
combustion. Altogether a most pleasurable exhibition revealing some parts of a
very interesting mind at work with paint.
Josephine Saxton 2000

Knowing that Stefi took some of these
pictures while on tour as a lead singer
with her band one wonders whether she
uses her photography as an antidote to
being loud, frenetic and up front on stage,
to counteract the adrenaline and satisfy
the more reflective and meditative side of
her personality.
Sarah Huddleston 2000

Geoffrey Underwood
Paintings
The Loft March 30th 2000
It is always an especial pleasure to me to
look at the work of an artist with a multifaceted vision. Too often one will be presented with a roomful of versions of just

one not-always- very-interesting

idea,

which while it could be a presentation of
a magnificent obsession, is more likely to
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'Man With and Man Without'

Geoff Undenrood

cont from page 10

Sheila Millward and Peter McCarthy at
Glebe House and Ladbroke Villa
McCarthy has shown one need not fear

size and his 'Stagecoach' paintings are
breathtaking with verve and dazzle. He
seems to catch the very essence of the

notion of movement, different

from

Muybridge and the Futurists. He is much
more firmly fixed in observation. These
wild beasts excite our imaginations and
capture our eyes. lt is this fascination with
movement that constitutes the underlying
theme of his exhibition. The smaller paintings of birds in llight portrayed in sequence
are confirmation. There was also the 'Fear
of Flying' sequence that present what
appears a disaster in the most delectable
colour and touch.
McOarthy understands paint and what it

can be made to do. His work reveals a
mature artist much practiced in his art. One

admires the paintings, for they reveal a
good eye that appreciates subtleties of
colour and a firm hand that can handle sur-

faces sensitively. One comes back to the
ovenruhelming images of those wonderful
horses transporting us to another world of
wildness and energy far removed from
today.

Altogether a successful exhibition by two
serious minded artists enhanced by the
delightful locations.
Hazel Shaw 2000

Community Arts Workshop
Old Art Gallery
CAW has recently gained the use of the
Old Art Gallery and Museum in Avenue
Road. We will be hosting a variety of exhicitions and events, as well as being based
at the Gallery while the long term future of
:he building is being decided. An Open Day

'vill be held on Maylst at the Gallery for
ceople to visit us, see the plans for the
venue and discuss their own ideas. We
would like to offer, particularly to those who
don't get the opportunity for exhibition
space, the chance for artists to present
:neir work together with a profile of themselves and their culture.

'Redemption

Bird'

Sheila Millward

From May 25th through to June 25th the port. The old CAW office at the Portacabin
Gallery will be hosting part ol the CDP's in Spencer Yard is currently being turned
Millennium Meltdown Festival, "Marking into an interactive Arts Workshop and we
Advantage", which features work by a would welcome your active participation in
range of disability artists together with a assisting with creative workshop sessions.
series of disability film shows.

A detailed programme of projects and exhi-

Many other events and exhibitions are cur-

community will be available soon as well as
published in the CAWZ. lf you would like to
get involved on any of these, or your own
projects, CAW can be contacted at the
Gallery or'telephone 01926 888333, email
community_arts_workshop @ hotmail.com
CAW 2OOO

bitions at the Gallery and throughout the
rently being planned for what looks like
being an exciting and innovative year lor
the community arts scene. Members of LSA
are warmly invited to visit us at the Old Art
Gallery with any ideas and inspirations together with offers of assistance and sup-

Pete
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. and Sponsors Column
Thanks To Phillip Sutton

Warwickshire College School of Art and Design

We wish to say a big thank you to Phillip
Sutton for allowing us to reproduce one ol

Warwick New Road Leamington Spa CV32 5JE
Tel:01926 318000 Fax:01926 318111

his whimsical drawings which he frequently
sends to his family almost on a daily basis.
This is as much a part of Philip's work as the

aftspace thanks Watwickshire College for continued support
Public Meeting
York Road

paintings and drawings you see in much
more formall situations.

Thank you for attending the above meeting on the 1st March. Views on the night,
together with written responses were collected.
Thanks to all our contributors

The editor wishes to thank all those who
have written material for this issue. I hope
we have turned the corner for future contributors as I know David Phillips will be relieved
that he won't be relied upon to write most of
the copy. Also its good journalism to have a
wide variety of views and articles. This paper

belongs to the artistic community so we do
really need appreciate your etforts ( keep the
material flowing ) Because of the timing of
the issues (quarterly) it means that some
reviews are obviously not current but it does

reveal how many exhibitions and events
happen in the area.
For those who have submitted articles which

have not been printed, they will be printed in
future issues, we just don't have the space.
- BUT please send stuff in.

Anybody can send material in but if you do
the ideal format is to email it to:
artspace @dircon,co.u k
or on disk in word, claris works, Macwrite or
text only files. Please do not send in hand

written documents. Typed and printed

My Management Team presented the summative information and their recommendations to a Governing Body meeting later in the month.
I am pleased to report that the Governing Body decided to take our York Road
project forward in two stages, viz:

.There will be an initial spend in the summer 2000 to bring decoration work and
simple improvements forward followed by consideration of a further major spend
in summer 2001.

.The Governing Body will encourage a major development of Art and Design at
York Road, which will be styled 'Warwickshire School of Art'.
However, some of the space there will be developed for specific community work
and the whole development will support and encourage the Cultural Quarter
development project and Regenesis.

Yours sincerely
loan Morgan

Principal

End of year Exhibitions
School of Art and Design
York Road

if

that's all you have. but for those who I know

do have access to computers I will

only

accept it on disk or email from now on.
My life is so busy and besides globetrotting,
as some of you have read in the local papers

I do have many

other commitments so

putting even a quartly issue together seems

very difficult at the moment and I know
things are going to be even hectic in the
future.

There will be a continuous exhibition of artworks from the following

course from June to July
GCSE Art and

Design A Level in Art and Design ND is Design
GNVO lntermediate and Advanced

Access Courses including: lnterior Design lnterior Grafts
Soft Furnishings Furniture Decorative Painting Fine Art

Fashion Show Spa Centre Wednesday Sth July
Thank you to all those who have helped and
have been patient especially David Phillips
and Mez at cobaltuk.com Ltd

For further information about exhibitions and Fashion Show
tel: Andrea - School of Art and Design 01926 318000
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Support for this issue greatly received from

colbaltukcom ltd
Editor - Bill Jackson
Printed by JW Printing

Contributors - David Phillips,

Pete
McCarthy, Steven Blake, Josephine Saxton,

Richard Yeomans, Hazel Shaw, Catherine
Bates, CAW
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web design e-commerce hosting streaming video internet
broadcast quicktime site management
The Malthouse
William Street
Leamington Spa
email: info @ cobaltuk.com
Tel 01926 430181
http ://www.cobaltu k.co m

